Nominate an Outstanding Engineer You Know!! Deadline March 23!! Time is running out!!

We need your help to recognize outstanding engineers in our area!

We all know someone who is making significant contributions to the power & energy industry, whether through technical, academic, or leadership-based contributions. Here is a great opportunity to provide positive feedback to her or him with a nomination for one of the IEEE Chicago Power & Energy Society (PES) Outstanding Engineer Awards.

The IEEE PES Chicago Chapter will be making two awards in May, one for 2015 Outstanding Engineer and the second for 2015 Outstanding Young Professional (YP) Engineer. The Young Professional Award is for engineers who received a bachelor degree in engineering after 2005. Those who pursued graduate degrees are still eligible for the YP award, but the time clock begins the year the bachelor degree was received.

The recipients will receive personal recognition, a $500 monetary award for the Outstanding Engineer Award, a $250 monetary award for the Outstanding YP Engineer Award, and an award plaque that will be presented in May 2016.

The deadline for nominations is March 23. Time is running out. Make your nominations now!

Also, please consider forwarding this to others in your organization and encourage them to make a nomination to recognize engineers who are doing an outstanding job.

Visit peschicago.org for the nomination forms (at the bottom of the home page), or send an email to thomas.kay@exeloncorp.com with a 500, or fewer, word summary of your nomination.

The subject line of the e-mail should read “Nomination for PES Outstanding Engineer” to ensure that your nomination is received. A confirmation e-mail will be returned to verify that the nomination was received. If you do not receive a confirmation, please contact Tom Kay at 630-437-2758 to verify that the nomination was received.

Listed on the next page are previous recipients of awards made by the IEEE PES Chicago Chapter. Help us continue to recognize the outstanding engineers in our area by committing to nominate a colleague today!

Thanks,
Executive Committee
IEEE PES Chicago Chapter
http://peschicago.org
IEEE Power & Energy Society Chicago Chapter Outstanding Engineer Award Recipients

**Outstanding Young Professional Engineers:**
2014: Saeed Kamalinia – S&C Electric
2013: Paul Pabst – S&C Electric
2012: Becky Webb – ComEd

**Outstanding Engineers:**
2014: Morris Toporek – Environmental Systems Design
2013: Dave Tucker – CDM Smith
2012: Jim Niemira – S&C Electric
2011: Mohammad Shahidehpour – Illinois Institute of Technology